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Japanese banking problems have received substantial attention world-
wide. Critics of Japanese policymakers have argued that problems at
Japanese banks threaten the Japanese economic recovery. They also
point out that because Japanese banks have been among the most

active in expanding their presence beyond their domestic borders, they
could play a major role in prolonging the financial problems in many
other Asian and emerging market countries, as well.

Fueled by a high saving rate, active exporting firms, and a booming
stock market, Japanese banks expanded aggressively worldwide during
the 1980s. By 1988, all of the 10 largest banks in the world were Japanese,
with a significant presence in Southeast Asia, Europe, Latin America, and
the United States. The penetration into U.S. domestic markets was
particularly striking. By the early 1990s, Japanese banks were the domi-
nant foreign banks in the United States, accounting for about 18 percent
of all commercial and industrial loans to U.S. addresses.

In the 1990s, however, the tide turned. Japanese banks experienced a
significant diminution of capital as a result of sharp declines in the
Japanese stock market and substantial increases in nonperforming loans.
Increasingly constrained by international capital requirements, Japanese
banks began to shrink their international operations while insulating
their domestic lending operations. The reduction in foreign lending since
1990 has been substantial, with the Japanese share of the U.S. commercial
and industrial lending market falling from roughly 18 percent in late 1991
to under 14 percent by the first quarter of 1998. This decline is likely to
continue, as Japanese banks shrink further in order to satisfy capital
requirements. Not only have Japanese banks reduced U.S. lending, but
they also have announced major restructurings of their U.S. operations,
including sales of some of their U.S. subsidiaries and consolidations
among their U.S. branches and agencies.

Many of the actions of Japanese banks are being influenced by
changes in government policies towards them. In March of 1998 major



Japanese banks requested capital infusions from the
government. As a condition for receiving the govern-
ment funds, the banks were required to describe their
plans for restructuring. Embedded in many of these
proposals were dramatic decreases in their global
activities. More recently, the Japanese government has
committed 60 trillion yen of public funds to address
the banking sector’s problems, but it has insisted that
poorly capitalized banks take remedial actions, in-
cluding withdrawing from international operations.

A unique combination of
institutional characteristics of the

Japanese economy produced a
framework particularly suited to
transmitting a domestic financial
shock to other countries through

the behavior of the Japanese
banking system.

Furthermore, the two large banks that failed recently,
Hokkaido Takushoku and Long-Term Credit Bank,
each announced a cessation of international opera-
tions before it was closed or nationalized.

In addition to the plans to shrink operations
announced in March 1998, many of the largest banks
have subsequently announced withdrawals or plans
to withdraw from international activities. For exam-
ple, Daiwa, Yasuda Trust, Mitsui Trust, and Nippon
Credit Bank have all stated that they plan to become
purely domestic banks. Thus, while Japanese banks in
general have been withdrawing internationally, the
most troubled banks have taken the extreme step of
completely abandoning their international operations.

This paper examines factors affecting the Japanese
banking presence in the United States. In particular, it
examines the role that capital requirements played in
the decisions by Japanese banks to reduce their lend-
ing here. Because U.S. banking markets have been
unusually open by international standards, and be-
cause of the large penetration by Japanese banks, the
experience here provides useful insights into how
globally active banks may react in the future to
problems in their domestic markets.

The next section describes the dramatic fluctua-

tions in stock market and urban land prices and how
sharp declines in these prices could have an effect on
other countries through Japanese bank lending. The
second section describes the pressures on bank capital
ratios resulting from the declines in Japanese asset
prices and the response of Japanese banks. The third
section describes the importance of lending relation-
ships in Japan and their role in the reduction of
Japanese bank lending in other countries. The fourth
section describes the implications for U.S. credit mar-
kets. The final section discusses some implications of
the movement toward more global banking markets.

I. Asset Prices and Japanese Bank Behavior

One of the more dramatic financial events of the
second half of the 1980s was the asset inflation in
Japan. The subsequent deflation was, perhaps, even
more striking. Panel A of Figure 1 shows the extent
of the surge in the Nikkei stock index. Even using
monthly data that miss the precise peak in the Nikkei,
the figure reflects a tripling of the index between
January 1986 and December 1989, followed by an
equally sharp decline. Panel B shows that the rise and
decline in land prices were just as dramatic, with
urban land prices tripling and then falling sharply, the
peak occurring subsequent to the peak in the Nikkei.
Such rapid rises and declines in stock prices and other
asset values were unprecedented in Japan.

A unique combination of institutional character-
istics of the Japanese economy at that time produced a
framework particularly suited to transmitting such a
domestic financial shock to other countries through
the behavior of the Japanese banking system. Changes
in bank regulation in the late 1980s, including the
adoption of the Basle Accord which placed greater
emphasis on the role of bank capital, made Japanese
banks take satisfying capital requirements more seri-
ously, while at the same time codifying the direct
impact of fluctuations in stock market values on the
level of a bank’s capital. Japanese banks are allowed
to hold cumulatively large equity stakes in publicly
held firms, and the accrued capital gains on these
holdings can be included in bank capital; because of
this, the dramatic decline in Japanese stock prices
reduced bank capital substantially. As a consequence,
Japanese banks came under strong pressure to down-
size their activities in an attempt to raise capital-to-
asset ratios.

However, the resulting shrinkage was concen-
trated overseas rather than in their domestic opera-
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tions. First, the particularly close relationships that
Japanese banks have with their domestic loan custom-
ers provide them with a strong incentive to insulate
their long-term customers from a reduction in credit
availability. Second, the large overseas presence of
Japanese banking organizations provided an escape
valve for the pressure on them to shrink. By concen-
trating the shrinkage of operations on overseas rather
than domestic lending, Japanese banks mitigated the
adverse effects on their domestic customers and trans-
mitted to other countries what was originally a do-
mestic shock.

II. Pressure on Capital Ratios and the
Japanese Bank Response

A substantial body of evidence indicates that
banks in the United States respond to adverse capital
shocks by growing more slowly and, in many in-
stances, shrinking (Bernanke and Lown 1991; Hall
1993; Hancock and Wilcox 1995; Peek and Rosengren
1995a, 1995b, 1995c). While investigators have found
a positive relationship for Japanese banks between

bank capital and either asset growth (Frankel and
Morgan 1992) or bank lending (Kim and Moreno 1994)
after the mid 1980s, before then the relationship was
much weaker or nonexistent. This is consistent with a
change in the regulatory environment in Japan in the
mid and late 1980s. Essentially, Japanese banks had
not been subject to explicit capital ratio requirements
until the mid 1980s. (See Kim and Moreno 1994 for a
more detailed discussion.) Rather, the Bank of Japan
often controlled bank lending through “window guid-
ance” (Hoshi, Scharfstein, and Singleton 1993).

The Basle Accord, an international agreement that
set common standards by which to evaluate capital
adequacy, was introduced in 1988. It tried to create a
“level playing field” by requiring all internationally
active banks to satisfy the same two (minimum)
risk-based capital ratios: tier 1 (core) capital must be at
least 4 percent of risk-weighted assets; and a broader
measure, tier 2 capital, which includes tier 1 capital as
well as subordinated debt and revaluation reserves
(unrealized capital gains on equity security holdings),
must be at least 8 percent of risk-weighted assets.

Despite the greater uniformity in regulation
brought about by the Basle Accord, national differ-
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ences remain that can have substantial effects on the
extent to which the capital constraints are binding. In
particular, differences remain across regulators from
different nations in the designation of liabilities allow-
able for tier 1 and tier 2 capital. Furthermore, regula-
tors in different nations have allowed variations in the
categories of assets placed in particular risk classifica-
tions. (For a more detailed description of these differ-
ences, see Scott and Iwahara 1994.) Differences in
reserving procedures for possible loan losses can also
have a significant impact on reported capital across
countries. When nonperforming loans are increasing
and collateral values are decreasing, failure to fully
reserve for expected loan losses will cause bank capital
to be overstated and can reduce the comparability
of capital ratios, across time for a given bank (or
country) as well as across banks (or countries).

The Basle Accord set the stage for the dramatic
fluctuations in Japanese stock prices to have a substan-
tial impact on Japanese bank capital. The Accord
contains a provision that allows up to 45 percent of
unrealized gains on equity security holdings (also
referred to as hidden reserves) to be included in bank
capital.1 These unrealized capital gains can be in-
cluded in tier 2 capital, so long as tier 1 capital
accounts for at least 50 percent of total capital. Thus,
unrealized gains on stock market holdings can be
utilized only to the extent the bank has sufficient tier 1
capital to maintain its required share of total capital.

It appears that the sharp rise in
Japanese stock prices in the 1980s
and the subsequent decline in the
1990s, through their impact on

bank capital, strongly affected both
the ability and the desire of

Japanese banks to expand lending.

Initially, the rapid growth of Japanese banks was
relatively unaffected by the adoption of the Basle
Accord. The substantial accrued capital gains on their
share holdings, arising from the dramatic rise in
Japanese stock prices, gave a boost to their tier 2

capital. Furthermore, higher stock prices enabled Jap-
anese banks to increase tier 1 capital by issuing new
equity shares and debt securities at favorable prices, as
well as by selling some of their stock holdings in other
companies that had substantial unrealized gains. If a
bank has substantial unrealized gains that have not
been included in its tier 2 capital because of the

By concentrating the shrinkage of
operations on overseas rather

than domestic lending, Japanese
banks mitigated the adverse

effects on their domestic
customers and transmitted to

other countries what was
originally a domestic shock.

binding tier 1 share constraint, an increase in tier 1
capital will increase tier 2 capital in a ratio of two to
one. Thus, Japanese banks had a strong incentive in
the late 1980s to increase tier 1 capital by issuing new
equity and/or realizing gains on appreciated assets.

Japanese banks held approximately 20 percent of
Japanese common stock (French and Poterba 1991;
Prowse 1990). Thus, the decline in Japanese stock
prices, with the Nikkei index losing more than half its
value between late 1989 and early 1992, caused a
dramatic decline in tier 2 capital. In the early 1990s, the
tier 2 risk-based capital ratio of many major Japanese
banks, including 7 of the 10 largest banks in the world,
temporarily fell below the 8 percent minimum re-
quired under the Basle Accord.

Following the extensive decline in Japanese bank
capital and the resulting pressure to maintain suffi-
cient capital to meet the Basle Accord requirements,
the total assets of Japanese banking organizations
declined steadily after 1990, an outcome unprece-
dented in the postwar period.2 The slowing in loan
growth and the eventual shrinkage of overall banking
operations of Japanese banks appear to be consistent
with earlier evidence on the response of U.S. banks to
adverse capital shocks. Thus, it appears that the sharp

1 Current U.S. banking restrictions on holding shares in other
U.S. firms make this provision of little relevance to U.S. banks.

2 Frankel and Morgan (1992) report that the first yearly asset
decline (5 percent) in Japanese city banks since World War II
occurred in 1991.
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rise in Japanese stock prices in the 1980s and the
subsequent decline in the 1990s, through their impact
on bank capital, strongly affected both the ability and
the desire of Japanese banks to expand lending.

The effect on bank lending of the decline in
Japanese stock prices was exacerbated by the deterio-
rating quality of bank assets, especially real estate
loans. While the problem is widely acknowledged to
be serious, the well-known lack of transparency of the
Japanese banking system makes it difficult to quantify
the bad loan problem. By one estimate (Huh and Kim
1994), bad loans represented about 7 percent of total
loans in 1992, well above the official number at that
time. However, over time, officially disclosed problem
loans have increased dramatically. Using the new
expanded definitions of nonperforming loans, dis-
closed nonperforming loans for fiscal year-end 1997
(March 1998) have risen to 6 percent of total loans.

However, even with the increased transparency
provided by the expanded definition, private analysts
contend that reported nonperforming loans still sub-
stantially understate the problems at Japanese banks.
The definition of nonperforming loans was expanded
to include loans past due for more than three months
(rather than six months) and restructured loans, but
Japanese banks continue to make loans that enable
some customers to make interest payments, in order to
keep their outstanding loans current (evergreening)

Japanese banks have been slow to
address their problems by writing

down loans and adding to loan
loss reserves, with the result that

reported capital ratios have
overstated their financial health.

and thus not be added to the bank’s nonperforming
loan category. Many other borrowers with serious
problems have also avoided the nonperforming loan
classification so far, but they may not be able to hold
out much longer as the Japanese economy continues to
falter.

Japanese banks have been slow to address their
problems by writing down loans and adding to loan
loss reserves, with the result that reported capital
ratios have overstated their financial health. The tim-

ing of both the write-down of bad loans and the
associated additions to loan loss reserves can be
managed by banks and by regulators, as was done in
many countries during the Third World debt crisis.
The pressure on Japanese banks to shrink risk-
weighted assets to maintain their risk-based capital
ratios above the Basle Accord minimums is unlikely to
ease any time soon.

Not only are Japanese banks underreserved rela-
tive to the current level of reported problem loans, but
total nonperforming loans continue to mount. In ad-
dition, these well-known problems are increasing op-
erating costs, as Japanese banks now must pay a
premium over the rates paid by their U.S. and Euro-
pean competitors in the interbank market (Peek and
Rosengren 1998b). Because Japanese banks have fo-
cused on low-margin but high-volume businesses, this
increased cost of raising funds has made many of their
operations unprofitable. Unless the Japanese economy
and stock market make a sharp U-turn, Japanese
banks will continue to contract their activities in
overseas markets through substantial declines in their
overseas lending.

III. Importance of Lending Relationships in
Japan

Much valuable information about the perfor-
mance and prospects of many firms is not publicly
known. The resulting informational advantage that
borrowers have relative to lenders makes publicly
traded credit instruments, such as bonds and commer-
cial paper, imperfect substitutes for bank loans as a
source of credit for many firms, especially smaller
firms where most information is private. Because such
firms are opaque, perhaps because they do not issue
publicly traded securities and thus are not required to
make filings with the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, are too small to justify the attention of
analysts, or are relatively young firms with little track
record, lenders must collect and evaluate information
on potential loan customers and then monitor borrow-
ers after loans are made. The high cost of such an
investment in information makes long-term bank
lending relationships valuable. Banks acquire much of
their private information through financial relation-
ships, in particular through repeated lending and
other banking transactions. In this way, over time, a
bank can overcome many of the asymmetric informa-
tion problems of lending (see, for example, Stiglitz and
Weiss 1981).
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Thus, imperfect information can give rise to a
special role for bank loans. Even though the United
States has large, liquid capital markets, lending rela-
tionships have been found to be important. While
such relationships are (not surprisingly) most impor-
tant for small firms (Petersen and Rajan 1994), banking
relationships have been shown to be valuable even for
larger firms that do have access to national credit
markets (Slovin, Sushka, and Polonchek 1993; James
1987).

One might expect lending relationships to be even
more important in a bank-oriented country such as
Japan, compared to a more market-oriented country
such as the United States. Much of the industrial
organization of Japan is built around the “main bank”
system that serves as the core of keiretsus, groups of
firms closely tied together through product-market
relationships as well as through cross-holdings of one
another’s equity. Bank lending relationships take on
added importance because historical restrictions on
the corporate bond market in Japan (which have been
eased recently) meant that most of the financing needs
of Japanese firms were met by bank loans. For firms in
a keiretsu, most bank credit comes from the bank(s) in
its group.

An important characteristic of Japanese economic
structure is that the main bank plays a much larger
and more crucial role than simply serving as a source
of credit. Often current or former bank employees are
placed in key management positions or on the boards
of directors of other firms in the bank’s keiretsu. These
relationships enable the bank to monitor more easily
the firms to which it lends. Perhaps even more impor-
tant is the role of the main bank when one of its group
members becomes financially distressed. Essentially,
the main bank has an implicit contract to aid the firm,
as well as an incentive to do so to protect its own
reputation. Such aid may take the form of renegotiat-
ing the troubled firm’s debt or overseeing the restruc-
turing of the firm (Hoshi, Kashyap, and Scharfstein
1990). Furthermore, because Japanese banks tend to
take equity stakes in those firms to which they lend
(Prowse 1990), main banks have an added financial
interest in assisting troubled firms in which they have
both debt and equity exposures.

Research on lending relationships in Japan has
provided evidence that supports the importance of
such relationships. First, a firm’s investment is affected
by the health of its main bank (Gibson 1995; Kang and
Stulz 1998). Second, keiretsu members and nongroup
members with a strong main bank relationship are
affected less by financial distress or tight credit condi-

tions than other nongroup members (Hoshi, Kashyap,
and Scharfstein 1990, 1991; Hoshi, Scharfstein, and
Singleton 1993). In fact, city banks responded to the
binding capital constraints caused by the sharp de-
cline in Japanese stock prices by reducing both lend-
ing to and stock holdings of firms with which they did
not anticipate having a continuing long-term relation-
ship (Frankel and Morgan 1992).

The evidence in Figure 2, which shows the overall
loan growth for domestic operations of Japanese
banks from 1987 to 1997, supports the view that close
lending relationships made it difficult for Japanese
banks to reduce credit availability to their domestic
customers. Even though Japan fell into a prolonged
recession in the early 1990s, domestic loan growth at
Japanese banks continued throughout the period, al-
beit at a slower rate after the sharp declines in Japa-
nese asset values. In contrast, overseas lending by
branches of Japanese banks exhibited a much sharper
reversal, growing on average twice as fast as domestic
lending during the late 1980s before slowing and
reaching a peak in 1992. The subsequent decline in
loans overseas occurred even though the economic
conditions were good in many of the foreign markets
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most important for Japanese banks, with the United
States recovering from its recession in the early 1990s
and GDP growth in Asia remaining strong until 1997.

That declines in lending were concentrated in
overseas rather than domestic operations is consistent
with Japanese banks valuing historical lending rela-
tionships at home more than those in more recently
established foreign markets. While some of the decline
in overseas loans, measured in yen, can be explained
by the appreciation of the yen during this period, the
extent of the decline suggests that Japanese banks
improved their capital ratios in part by shrinking their
large overseas presence. Thus, the large overseas

An important characteristic of
Japanese economic structure is

that the main bank plays a much
larger and more crucial role

than simply serving as a
source of credit.

operations of Japanese banking organizations allowed
Japanese banks to insulate domestic customers from
much of the shrinkage that was required to restore
capital ratios.

IV. Implications for U.S. Credit Markets

While Japan had many large banks historically, it
was only in the past decade that they came to domi-
nate the list of the world’s largest banks. As recently as
1980, only one Japanese bank, Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank
Ltd., was among the world’s 10 largest banking orga-
nizations (Table 1). However, with a booming stock
market, low domestic interest rates, and a strong yen,
Japanese banks expanded aggressively during the late
1980s. By 1988, all of the world’s 10 largest banking
organizations were headquartered in Japan. Despite
the sharp decline in the Nikkei and asset shrinkage at
many Japanese banks in the early 1990s, the 10 largest
banking organizations in the world, and 13 of the 15
largest, were still headquartered in Japan as of the
end of 1994. However, since 1994, bank consolida-
tion has continued in the United States and Europe,
while Japanese banks have retrenched. As a result,

only seven of the 15 largest banks in 1997 were
Japanese.3

The aggressive expansion of Japanese banks in
the late 1980s included greater penetration of foreign
markets, in part because of the opportunities provided
by these markets and in part because of Japanese
regulatory actions that encouraged the international-
ization of Japanese finance (Frankel and Morgan
1992).4 In particular, Japanese banking organizations
made significant inroads into U.S. banking markets.
By 1991, U.S. branches and subsidiaries of Japanese
banking organizations accounted for approximately
18 percent of all commercial and industrial (C&I)
loans to borrowers located in the United States (Figure
3). While Japanese banks initially may have expanded
U.S. operations in order to serve Japanese customers
that were opening or expanding operations in the
United States, by the late 1980s they were actively
expanding their business with U.S.-based customers
(Seth and Quijano 1991; Nolle and Seth 1995), with
their business lending in the United States growing
much more rapidly than Japanese external trade (Ter-
rell 1993).5 However, with the retrenchment that fol-
lowed the fall in the Nikkei, Japanese banking orga-
nizations saw their share of the U.S. C&I loan market
decline.

Other foreign banking organizations did not cut
back their operations in the U.S. credit markets in the
same way as the Japanese banks. The Japanese share
of foreign banking activity in the United States peaked
in 1990, when Japanese banks accounted for over 60
percent of U.S. commercial and industrial loans by
foreign banks and over 50 percent of the U.S. banking
assets held by foreign banking organizations (Figure
4). The subsequent decline reflects both the decline in
the U.S. operations of Japanese banks and an increase

3 While much of the dramatic increase and subsequent shrink-
age of the Japanese bank presence among the world’s largest banks
is attributable to their growth and subsequent retrenchment, in part
it reflects the large swings in the value of the yen. The value of the
yen relative to the U.S. dollar rose dramatically between 1990 and
mid 1995 and then declined just as sharply.

4 One intent of those developing international regulations for
banks was to limit any competition among regulators of different
nations that could result in a lowering of capital standards, in an
attempt to provide competitive advantages for their own interna-
tionally active banks. In fact, a key motivation for many involved in
establishing the Basle Accord was to slow the aggressive expansion
of Japanese banks, which included substantial penetration of for-
eign markets (see, for example, Frankel and Morgan 1992; Sugahara
1994).

5 Seth and Quijano (1991) show that in the early 1980s as much
as three-fourths of Japanese branch lending in the United States was
to Japanese firms, but by 1989 Japanese firms accounted for no more
than two-fifths of Japanese branch lending in the United States.
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Table 1
15 Largest World Banking Organizations, Based on Total Assets

Rank

1980 1988 1994 1997

Name Country Name Country Name Country Name Country

1 Citicorp United States Dai-Ichi Kangyo
Bank, Ltd.

Japan Sanwa Bank, Ltd. Japan Bank of Tokyo-
Mitsubishi, Ltd.

Japan

2 Banque Nationale
de Paris

France Sumitomo Bank, Ltd. Japan Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank, Ltd. Japan Deutsche Bank AG Germany

3 Bank America Corp. United States Fuji Bank, Ltd. Japan Fuji Bank, Ltd. Japan Sumitomo Bank, Ltd. Japan
4 Credit Agricole Mutuel France Mitsubishi Bank, Ltd. Japan Sumitomo Bank, Ltd. Japan Credit Suisse Group Switzerland
5 Credit Lyonnais France Sanwa Bank, Ltd. Japan Sakura Bank, Ltd. Japan HSBC Holdings, Plc. United Kingdom
6 Societe Generale France Industrial Bank of

Japan, Ltd.
Japan Mitsubishi Bank, Ltd. Japan Dai-Ichi Kangyo

Bank, Ltd.
Japan

7 Barclays Bank, Ltd. United Kingdom Norinchukin Bank Japan Norinchukin Bank Japan Sanwa Bank, Ltd. Japan
8 Deutsche Bank Germany Tokai Bank, Ltd. Japan Industrial Bank of

Japan, Ltd.
Japan Credit Agricole

Mutuel
France

9 National Westminster
Bank, Ltd.

United Kingdom Mitsui Bank, Ltd. Japan Mitsubishi Trust &
Banking Corp.

Japan Fuji Bank, Ltd. Japan

10 Dai-Ichi Kangyo
Bank, Ltd.

Japan Mitsubishi Trust &
Banking Corp.

Japan Long Term Credit
Bank of Japan, Ltd.

Japan ABN AMRO Bank,
N.V.

Netherlands

11 Chase Manhattan Corp. United States Credit Agricole Mutuel France Deutsche Bank AG. Germany Societe Generale France
12 Fuji Bank, Ltd. Japan Citicorp United

States
Sumitomo Trust &

Banking Co.
Japan Sakura Bank, Ltd. Japan

13 Mitsubishi Bank, Ltd. Japan Sumitomo Trust &
Banking Co, Ltd.

Japan Tokai Bank, Ltd. Japan Union Bank of
Switzerland

Switzerland

14 Sumitomo Bank, Ltd. Japan Banque Nationale
de Paris

France Mitsui Trust &
Banking Co, Ltd.

Japan Norinchukin Bank Japan

15 Sanwa Bank, Ltd. Japan Barclays Plc. United
Kingdom

Credit Agricole Mutuel France Barclays Bank Plc. United Kingdom

Source: American Banker, various issues.
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in the market share of U.S. banking assets held by
non-Japanese foreign banking organizations.

Peek and Rosengren (1997) provide statistical
evidence indicating that Japanese capital constraints
were responsible for some of the loan shrinkage in the
United States. They examine a panel data set of
Japanese banks active in the United States and find
that capital constraints were economically and statis-
tically significant determinants of the shrinkage of
Japanese operations in the United States.

The reduction due to lower capital ratios was
most closely associated with Japanese branches, which
account for roughly three-fourths of all U.S. loans by
Japanese banking organizations, rather than with Jap-
anese subsidiaries. Japanese subsidiaries have much
larger retail operations, are separately capitalized, and
are not included in the capital or assets of their
Japanese parent (although they do appear in the
consolidated capital and assets data). Thus, it is not
surprising that their behavior may be more sensitive
to local market conditions and less sensitive to capital
problems at their parent, especially since the Japanese
subsidiaries, unlike their parents, tend to be quite well
capitalized.

Japanese branches are likely to be much more
sensitive to problems at the parent because they are
not separately capitalized, relying instead on the cap-
ital of the parent. In addition, any expansion of
risk-weighted assets at the branch will reduce the
parent’s risk-based capital ratio. Furthermore, because
the parent’s capital is denominated in yen, a decline in
the value of the yen will increase the yen value of the
non-yen-denominated assets at the balance sheets of
the foreign branches, reducing the parent’s capital-to-
asset ratio even in the absence of asset growth at the
branches.

The United States is not the only market that is
experiencing a withdrawal by Japanese banks. The
low capital ratios and the higher premiums paid in the
interbank markets have caused Japanese banks to
reduce their low-margin lending (Peek and Rosengren
1998b). This has appeared as sharp reductions in
lending in off-shore markets such as Hong Kong and
Singapore (Peek and Rosengren 1998a).

As the Japanese banking problems have become
more severe, Japanese banks have been moving be-
yond reducing loans and assets to closing or consoli-
dating operations in the United States. Table 2 shows
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the changes in the numbers of U.S. branches, agencies,
and subsidiaries of individual Japanese banking orga-
nizations that occurred between 1993 and 1997. The
shrinkage among branches and agencies was wide-
spread, although some of the declines are idiosyn-
cratic to the period, such as the forced sale of U.S.

Japanese capital constraints were
responsible for some of the loan
shrinkage in the United States,
with the reductions most closely

associated with Japanese branches.

operations by Daiwa as a result of trading irregulari-
ties, and the merger of Bank of Tokyo and Mitsubishi,
which resulted in some consolidation. Nonetheless, Jap-
anese banks have already begun to pull back their U.S.

operations, and no Japanese bank increased its number
of branches and agencies between 1993 and 1997. On the
other hand, the total number of U.S. subsidiaries of
Japanese banking organizations did not change during
this period, although some individual banks did increase
or cut the number of their U.S. subsidiaries.

Further declines in Japanese bank operations in
the United States are likely. In order to qualify for
capital infusions from the Japanese government, in
March 1998 Japanese banks had to disclose plans for
their foreign operations in the year 2000. As part of
those submissions, the banks included their restruc-
turing plans for their overseas operations. As is ap-
parent from Table 3, Japanese banking organizations
intend to substantially reduce their international op-
erations over the next several years, from 313 overseas
branches as of fiscal year-end 1997 (March 31, 1998) to
only 250 branches by fiscal year-end 2000. These plans
are likely to include reductions in U.S. operations,
although the publicly available information does not
disclose which branches are to be closed.

With the further deterioration in the Japanese
banking situation, even the March announcements

Table 2
Japanese Banking Operations in United States, 1993 and 1997

Banks

1993 1997 Change

US Branches &
Agencies

US
Subsidiaries

US Branches &
Agencies

US
Subsidiaries

US Branches &
Agencies

US
Subsidiaries

Industrial Bank of Japan 5 3 5 4 0 1
Long-Term Credit Bank 3 5 2 4 21 21
Nippon Credit Bank 2 2 1 3 21 1
Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank 6 7 6 7 0 0
Sakura Bank 7 5 6 5 21 0
Fuji Bank 6 9 6 12 0 3
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishia 20 13 10 10 210 23
Asahi Bank 3 2 3 1 0 21
Sanwa Bank 7 6 7 6 0 0
Sumitomo Bank 6 7 6 7 0 0
Daiwa Bank 17 1 0 0 217 21
Tokai Bank 6 5 4 5 22 0
Mitsui Trust & Banking Co. 3 3 1 3 22 0
Mitsubishi Trust & Banking Corp. 3 2 3 3 0 1
Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co. 2 1 2 1 0 0
Yasuda Trust & Banking Co. 3 1 2 2 21 1
Toyo Trust & Banking Co. 3 1 3 1 0 0
Chou Trust & Banking Co. 2 1 1 0 21 21

Total 104 74 68 74 236 0

Total excluding Daiwa Bank 87 73 68 74 219 1
aFor the purposes of this table, figures for the Bank of Tokyo and Mitsubishi Bank have been merged.
Source: Federation of Bankers Associations of Japan (1993 figures are as of 12/31/93) and Company Annual Reports (1997 figures are as of 3/31/97).
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have required substantial revision. Long-Term Credit
Bank had planned in March on closing six overseas
branches. It subsequently declared that it would cease
all international operations, and then it was an-
nounced that the bank would be nationalized. In
addition, Daiwa, Yasuda Trust, Mitsui Trust, and
Nippon Credit Bank have each announced plans to
cease international operations. After eliminating their
international operations, Japanese banks need main-
tain only a 4 percent risk-based capital requirement
rather than the 8 percent required for internationally
active banks. Thus, a direct link exists between banks’
ability to maintain capital ratios and their willingness
to remain internationally active.

V. Conclusion

Globalization will require policymakers to moni-
tor more carefully both banking conditions and policy
responses to shocks abroad, which now may be more
easily transmitted internationally. Nonetheless, glob-
alization brings many benefits. Borrowers have
greater choice of lenders, with the consequent benefits

from increased competition in the interest rates and
services provided. Borrowers will also have more
recourse to foreign lenders should their local lender
suffer from local banking shocks, such as those that
caused problems here during the early 1990s. Banks
should also benefit from globalization. Global markets
allow banks to better diversify their assets, making
them less susceptible to localized shocks. In addition,
banks can reallocate funds so as to get the highest
risk-adjusted return, regardless of the geographic lo-
cation of the borrower. Thus, while globalization will
increase the complexity of banking regulation and
monitoring, it should result in a more efficient alloca-
tion of funds available to borrowers.

However, along with the substantial benefits
come some potential costs. Since adverse shocks in the
home country can be transmitted to credit markets in
host countries, it is important that host countries have
a foreign bank presence representing many countries.
In this way, even with a substantial foreign banking
presence, the banking sector will be well diversified so
that an adverse shock to another country’s banks will
have a minimally disruptive effect on the availability
of credit in the host country.

The absence of such diversification can have
adverse consequences on a host country’s economy. In
particular, because of the heavy reliance on Japanese
banks in Southeast Asia, many have argued that
banking policies in Japan may be a key determinant of
the timing and the extent of the recovery in Southeast
Asia. The way that Japanese regulators resolve the
financial problems in Japanese banks’ balance sheets
could have serious ramifications for many of their
banks and, as a consequence, affect lending in the
United States and other countries with a significant
Japanese banking presence. This situation highlights
the need for macroeconomic and regulatory policy-
makers to shift to a global focus, as has already
occurred in many banking and financial markets.
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